THINKING STYLES ASSIGNMENT
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 160
ASSIGNMENT #4
50 POINTS

This homework assignment requires you to complete the "Herrmann Brain Dominance Survey", pages 94 through 105 in the workbook, including ‘your’ Thinking Style Profile Graph on page 103. Include your completed graph (page 103) with your returned assignment.

In addition to the completed Thinking Styles profile, you are to write a two-page paper describing your thinking style and discussing the significance of this information. Cross-reference this assignment with anything you discovered via your Myers/Briggs Profile (the previous assessment). Identify at least FIVE NEW careers you will add to your “potential” list based on this particular assignment. AND, specify up to 5 other careers that you have previously been considering (prior to this assessment) that are still among those you might/are giving serious consideration!

Use the following to write your paper:
1. Chapter 4, which describes various thinking styles.
2. Videotape on right/left brain thinking & Read the Colors exercise
3. Compare/Contrast your Thinking Styles to Your Myers/Briggs personality type
4. Discuss possible connections to your preferred skills.

(Hint: The idea is for you to compare and contrast your current assessment with what you’ve learned about yourself from previous assessments! Do your results seem to connect or contradict each other? Explain yourself!

Reminder: Make sure you include your Thinking Style Profile (page 103)

THIS ASSIGNMENT IS DUE
Session 14 for Tue/Thu Class
Session 15 for Wed PM class
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